
Mirror and the Beast 
BUILDING WORDS

Match words from Group One, Two and Three with words from Group 
A, B and C respectively to build new words. EXAMPLE: stairwell. 
You may use any word from Group A, B or C more than once within 
a group.

Group A  servants, stand, web, bound, beam, foot, people, case, hooks, sprite
Group One 

1.  sunbeam _____________________  2.  water ___________________________
3.  stair___________________________  4.  cob______________________________
5.  bare___________________________  6.  under ___________________________
7.  meat __________________________  8.  ice ______________________________
9.  towns _________________________  10. maid ___________________________

Group B  yard, flowed, stairs, rise, sprite, most, bridge, drop, set, times 
Group Two

11.  sunsprite ____________________ 12.  sun ____________________________
13.  court_________________________ 14.  over ___________________________
15.  top ___________________________ 16.  some ___________________________
17.  down_________________________ 18.  draw ___________________________

 19.  sun___________________________   20.  sun ____________________________

Group C  men, water, fast, time, long, other, stairs, drop, first
Group Three

21.  breakfast ____________________ 22.  spring __________________________
23.  head _________________________ 24.  head ___________________________
25.  an____________________________ 26.  foot_____________________________
27.  life ___________________________ 28.  up _____________________________
29.  tear __________________________ 30.  under __________________________
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Mirror and the Beast 
FAULTS AND VIRTUES

 Can you write the correct word which is missing on each line?

ADJECTIVES NOUNS ADVERBS
(what’s he like?) (what is it?) (how does he act?)

1. Arrogant Arrogance Arrogantly P B

2. Impatient ____________ Impatiently P B

3. Moody Moodiness ____________ P B

4. Selfish ____________ Selfishly P B

5. Angry ____________ Angrily P B

6. Sad Sadness ____________ P B

7. Grateful ____________ Gratefully P B

8. Independent ____________ Independently P B

For each number, CIRCLE P if the 
first word reminds you of the Prince.

For each number, CIRCLE B if the  
first word reminds you of the Beast.
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Appendix A

MIRROR AND THE BEAST SPELLING “BEE” 
I hope you enjoyed the story of Mirror and the Beast. Let’s see if you remember how 

to spell some of the new words. Find the worksheet entitled ‘Spelling Bee’ on Page 4 and write 
down the following words in the spaces from 1 to 20. Are you ready? Please listen carefully.

v Number 1. The Prince discovers that the Watersprite is sometimes moody. Spell  
 MOODY.
v Number 2. The Doctor’s black bag contains potions and sharp instruments. Spell  
 INSTRUMENTS. 
v Number 3. The Prince decides to ignore the curious visitors. Spell IGNORE. 
v Number 4. The Prince hears a lot of anxious whispering outside the castle door.  
 Spell ANXIOUS
v Number 5. The Lord Mayor orders one of the men to plunge into the moat. Spell  
 PLUNGE
v Number 6. Queen Amanda is seen descending the rope ladder, before she   
 swims back across the moat. Spell DESCENDING. 
v Number 7. The Prince must accomplish the impossible task. Spell ACCOMPLISH 
v Number 8. The Watersprite tinkles gaily with laughter. Spell LAUGHTER. 
v Number 9. When the Watersprite does not answer his question, the Prince thinks  
 that she is sulking. Spell SULKING. 
v Number 10. The creature in the dark mirror has a beard and tangled hair. Spell  
 TANGLED. 
v Number 11. The Watersprite blows up delicate little bubbles from the bottom of  
 the fountain. Spell DELICATE. 
v Number 12. The Sunsprite escapes from the crystal jar and vanishes behind the  
 hill. Spell VANISHES
v Number 13. The cry of the swallows is shrill and anxious. Spell SHRILL. 
v Number 14. The Prince stares at the surface of his own pool of tears. Spell   
 SURFACE. 
v Number 15. After Queen Amanda returns to her castle, she becomes gravely ill.  
 Spell GRAVELY. 
v Number 16. Queen Amanda and her son search for shelter at her brother’s castle.  
 Spell SHELTER.
v Number 17. The beast wrenches its claws out of the stone. Spell WRENCH
v Number 18. The Prince smashes headlong through his own beastly image in the  
 mirror. Spell HEADLONG
v Number 19. Queen Amanda tilts her pale face toward the sun. Spell TILT. 
v Number 20. As the ripples fade, the Prince sees his own beautiful reflection in  
 the pool. Spell RIPPLES 
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Mirror and the Beast 

which word does not belong?
 Circle the odd word in each group

EXAMPLE:  Set One Set Two
Company Drawbridge Lonely  
Visitors Battlements Moody
Solitude Mouse Laugh
Crowds Lancet window Sad

Set Three Set Four Set Five
To stroll Eggs To scowl
To race Water To frown
To run Ham To smile
To hurry Nuts To glare

Set Six Set Seven 
To bolt To descend 
To open To plunge 
To fasten To climb up 
To lock To climb down 

Spelling ‘Bee’ 
Listen and spell each word 

1 ______________________________ 11____________________________

2 ______________________________ 12____________________________

3 ______________________________ 13____________________________

4 ______________________________ 14____________________________

5 ______________________________ 15____________________________

6 ______________________________ 16____________________________

7 ______________________________ 17____________________________

8 ______________________________ 18____________________________

9 ______________________________ 19____________________________

10 _____________________________ 20____________________________  
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Mirror and the Beast
Word Treasury

v lonely
v Watersprite
v Sunsprite
v rose trees
v swallows 
v fountain
v peaceful
v castle
v dark mirror
v horrid 
v cackle 
v cruel 
v bright mirror
v reflection
v drawbridge
v moat
v rain
v water lily
v ugly
v handsome 
v claws
v frost 
v dripping robe
v tangled hair
v beard
v crystal jar
v storm clouds
v icicles
v weep
v pool of tears
v sick chamber
v forest 
v blind 
v sickling
v swim
v drown
 
 

 Choose any word from the
Mirror and the Beast Word Treasury 

which makes you think of: 

 THE PRINCE 
Example: dark mirror,  bright mirror
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

 QUEEN AMANDA 
Example:  swim,  dripping robe 
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

 THE DWARF PRINCE  
Example:  sickling,  blind
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
Can you add your picture of the Dwarf Prince?

 THE BEAST  
Example:  tangled hair,  beard 
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

REMEMBER: The same word can be used for 
more than one person. Can you explain 
your choice?
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Mirror and the Beast

WHAT HAPPENED FIRST?
 Can you put these sentences in order? Write 1, 2, 3, or 4 before 

each sentence. Number 1 in each group is done for you.

Group A
____ The Prince is all alone.
_1__ The King dies.
____ The Queen dies.
____ Princess Amanda gets married and goes far away.

Group B
____ Queen Amanda of Mireneh swims across the moat. 
____ The townsfolk peep through the castle window. 
____ The Prince refuses to talk to his sister, Queen Amanda.
_1__ The Lord Mayor knocks at the castle door.

Group C
____ The Sunsprite escapes from the crystal jar.
____ The castle is covered in ice and snow.
_1__ The Prince tries to catch the Watersprite
____ The Prince turns into a Beast.

Group D
_1__ Queen Amanda is very sick.
____ The Dwarf Prince hears someone sobbing. 
____ Queen Amanda and the Dwarf Prince are alone in the forest.
____ Queen Amanda sinks into the icy moat. 
 
Group E
____ The Beast becomes a Prince again. 
____ The Beast shatters the gloomy mirror. 
____ The Beast tries to escape from his pool of tears.
_1__ The Dwarf Prince knocks on the Beast’s window pane.
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